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Abstract. Experiments were conducted to investigate light

absorption of organic aerosol (OA) in fresh and photo-

chemically aged biomass-burning emissions. The experi-

ments considered residential hardwood fuel (oak) and fu-

els commonly consumed in wild-land and prescribed fires

in the United States (pocosin pine and gallberry). Photo-

chemical aging was performed in an environmental cham-

ber. We constrained the effective light-absorption proper-

ties of the OA using conservative limiting assumptions, and

found that both primary organic aerosol (POA) in the fresh

emissions and secondary organic aerosol (SOA) produced by

photo-chemical aging contain brown carbon, and absorb light

to a significant extent. This work presents the first direct ev-

idence that SOA produced in aged biomass-burning emis-

sions is absorptive. For the investigated fuels, SOA is less

absorptive than POA in the long visible, but exhibits stronger

wavelength-dependence and is more absorptive in the short

visible and near-UV. Light absorption by SOA in biomass-

burning emissions might be an important contributor to the

global radiative forcing budget.

1 Introduction

Climate forcing calculations typically treat black carbon

(BC) and dust as the only atmospheric particulate light ab-

sorbers. However, some organic aerosols (OA), referred to as

brown carbon (BrC) (Andreae and Gelencsér, 2006), are also

significant light absorbers. BrC occurs in biomass-burning

emissions (e.g. Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Sandradewi et al.,

2008; Habib et al., 2008; Lewis et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2009;

Chen and Bond, 2010; Hecobian et al., 2010), which consti-

tute three quarters of the total primary organic aerosol (POA)

globally (Bond et al., 2004). Furthermore, biomass-burning

emissions are photo-oxidized in the atmosphere, producing

secondary organic aerosol (SOA) at concentrations similar

to POA (Lee et al., 2008; Yokelson et al., 2009; Hennigan

et al., 2011); to our knowledge, the light-absorption proper-

ties of this biomass-burning SOA have not yet been directly

investigated.

Absorptivity of particulate matter (PM) is often quantified

at a certain wavelength via a mass absorption cross-section

(MAC, m2 g−1), with its wavelength dependence given by

an Absorption Ångström Exponent (AAE) (MAC ∼ λ−AAE).

Although convenient, these parameters are not fundamen-

tal. They depend on the particle size (Bond et al., 2006;

Moosmüller et al., 2011), and when used to quantify absorp-

tivity of BC mixed with OA, they represent mass weighted

averages of the OA and BC. Thus, MAC and AAE measured

for certain emissions cannot be generally applied to aerosols

with different size distributions and OA-to-BC ratios.

With recent developments in the ability of global and re-

gional transport models to track PM composition and size

(e.g. Chen et al., 2010; Murphy and Pandis, 2010), light ab-

sorption can be calculated using Mie-theory if the complex

refractive index (m = n−ik) of the different PM components

is known, assuming that the particles are spherical and homo-

geneous. While m of BC and n of OA and inorganics have
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been extensively studied (e.g. Bond et al., 2006; Bond and

Bergstrom, 2005; Hand and Kreidenweis, 2002; Levin et al.,

2010), data on k values of atmospheric OA (kOA) are scarce.

Several methods have been employed to determine kOA.

One technique involves extracting OA in a solvent and mea-

suring bulk absorption of the extracts (Kirchstetter et al.,

2004; Chen and Bond, 2010; Hoffer et al., 2006), with differ-

ent solvents yielding different kOA values because they ex-

tract different fractions of the OA (Chen and Bond, 2010).

Alexander et al. (2008) used Transmission Electron Mi-

croscopy (TEM) to determine the dielectric function, from

which refractive indices of individual particles were calcu-

lated. While this method has the advantage of probing in-

dividual particles rather than an ensemble, it cannot isolate

the optical properties of OA if it is internally mixed with

BC, as is often the case for biomass-burning PM and aged

atmospheric aerosols. A third method employs Mie-theory

to obtain optical closure on light absorption and scatter-

ing measurements and retrieve refractive indices of the PM

(Chakrabarty et al., 2010; Lack et al., 2012). Chakrabarty

et al. (2010) applied this method to determine refractive in-

dices of PM in duff-burning emissions. Due to the smolder-

ing burning conditions, the emissions were dominated by OA

and contained negligible amounts of BC.

The retrieval of OA optical properties via optical closure

becomes more complicated if the OA is internally-mixed

with BC. OA, which can form a coating over BC particles,

both absorbs and refracts light into the BC core, enhancing

its absorption. Light absorption by such particles depends on

core size as well as coating thickness, in addition to the re-

fractive indices; thus, detailed optical modeling is required.

If the particles are assumed to be spherical, and exhibit core-

shell morphology with a homogenous shell, a core-shell Mie-

theory model can be employed (Lack et al., 2012). Although

the recent study by Cappa et al. (2012) proposed that core-

shell morphology is unlikely for aged urban aerosol, BC

in biomass-burning emissions is most likely coated by OA.

Upon combustion, BC particles form initially at high tem-

peratures, and act as condensation sites for OA. Lack et

al. (2012) reported that core-shell morphology was required

to explain absorption by particles in biomass-burning plumes

over Colorado.

Here, we use optical closure to determine the imaginary

part of the refractive indices of OA in fresh and photo-

chemically aged biomass-burning emissions. We perform op-

tical closure for two cases. In the first case, OA and BC are

assumed to be externally-mixed. In the second case, BC is

assumed to be internally-mixed with OA, exhibiting core-

shell morphology. While real particle morphologies are al-

most certainly more complex, these two cases provide con-

servative limits to the recovered optical properties of the OA.

The derived imaginary part of the refractive indices can be

used in chemical transport models employing Mie-theory to

predict light absorption for different atmospheric conditions.

2 Methods

2.1 Experimental

Experiments were conducted at Carnegie Mellon University

(CMU) and at the US Fire Science Laboratory as part of the

Fire Lab at Missoula Experiment campaign (FLAME 3). The

CMU experiments featured emissions from wood-burning

(oak) in a residential stove, and the FLAME experiments ex-

amined small-scale open burns of fuels consumed by wild-

land and prescribed fires in the US (gallberry, and pocosin

pine). In both cases, emissions were diluted and injected into

a smog chamber, and then exposed to UV lights to initiate

photo-oxidation, generating SOA. Details of the basic exper-

imental set up and procedure are in Hennigan et al. (2010,

2011). For the fresh primary emissions, the analysis was per-

formed on measurements half an hour immediately before

turning on the UV lights. For the photo-chemically aged con-

dition, the measurements were taken after one hour of expo-

sure to the UV lights. Although the amount of aging (expo-

sure to UV lights) in the experiments was relatively mod-

est, appreciable amounts of SOA were generated. For gall-

berry, we present data for the fresh emissions only, because

we could not obtain reliable light absorption measurements

of the aged emissions due to low particle concentrations.

Aerosol size distributions were measured using a scanning

mobility particle sizer (SMPS, TSI). The size distribution

of BC was measured using a Single Particle Soot Photome-

ter (SP2, DMT). To calibrate the SP2 incandescence signal,

a suspension of aquadag in water was atomized and dried.

Monodisperse aquadag particles were then size selected us-

ing a differential mobility analyser (DMA). The particle mo-

bility was converted to mass assuming spherical particles and

a density of 1 g cm−3. The BC mass distributions measured

using the SP2 were converted to number distributions assum-

ing spherical particles and a density of 1.8 g cm−3.

Mass concentration of non-refractory material was mea-

sured using a High Resolution Aerosol Mass Spectrome-

ter (HR-AMS, Aerodyne) and Quadrupole AMS (Q-AMS,

Aerodyne) in CMU and FLAME experiments, respectively.

For all experiments, non-refractory aerosol mass was dom-

inated by organics (> 95%) as shown in Fig. S1. A 7-

wavelength Aethalometer (Magee Scientific, model AE-31)

was used to obtain the wavelength-dependence of the absorp-

tion coefficients, with data points at wavelengths (λ) of 370,

470, 520, 590, 660, 880, and 950 nm.

2.2 Optical closure

2.2.1 Approach

The imaginary part of the refractive index of OA (kOA) was

obtained using combined model calculations and light ab-

sorption measurements, as well as measurements of total and

BC size distributions.
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Model calculations of absorption coefficients (babs,model)

were performed using a size-resolved core-shell Mie-theory

model based on the formulation of Bohren and Huffmann

(1983) for coated spheres. We extended the computer code

for light absorption cross-sections of a single spherical parti-

cle by Mätzler (2002) to calculate absorption coefficients of a

polydisperse particle distribution, and to account for coating

using Eq. (8.2) in Bohren and Huffmann (1983).

Inputs to the Mie-theory model are: (1) BC and OA size

distributions, which were determined from SP2 and SMPS

measurements as described in section 2.2.3; 2) BC refractive

index, mBC = 1.85−0.71i (Bond and Bergstrom, 2005); and

3) OA real part of the refractive index, nOA = 1.55 (Bond

et al., 2006; Lack and Cappa, 2010; Hand and Kreidenweis,

2002). The shape of the absorption coefficient curve, i.e. the

wavelength dependence of babs,model was constrained using

Aethalometer measurements as described in Sect. 2.2.2. We

assume that kOA has a power-law wavelength dependence

(Lack and Cappa, 2010; Sun et al., 2007), and express it as

kOA,550 (550 / λ)w, where kOA,550 is the imaginary part of

the refractive index at λ = 550 nm. kOA,550 and w are the

free parameters in the model.

The optimization procedure for determination of kOA,550

and w involves the following steps: (1) BC and OA size

distributions are determined from SP2 and SMPS measure-

ments; (2) these size distributions are used in conjunction

with Mie-theory to constrain the magnitude of the absorption

coefficient; (3) the wavelength dependence of the absorption

coefficient (or AAE) is inferred from Aethalometer measure-

ments; (4) Mie-theory calculations are performed to find the

best theoretical fit to the measurement-constrained absorp-

tion coefficients (determined from steps 2 and 3). These steps

are described in details in Sects. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.

kOA values of POA were determined from measurements

of fresh emissions that were sampled into the smog chamber.

To estimate kOA of SOA, we assume that the aged OA is well-

mixed and that its kOA is a mass-weighted average of those

of POA and SOA. The concentration of SOA in the aged OA

was determined using the method of Hildebrandt et al. (2009)

as described in Supplement (SI).

An implicit assumption in the Mie-theory analysis is that

BC is spherical. This assumption is reasonable when BC ac-

quires an organic coating since BC agglomerates are com-

pacted upon coating (Bond et al., 2006; Cross et al., 2010;

Zhang et al., 2008; Gyawali et al., 2009), and has been em-

ployed previously to model absorption of biomass-burning

emissions (Lack et al., 2012).

Another implicit assumption is that the BrC size distribu-

tion in the emissions is similar to that of OA. This is justified

because POA forms by rapid quenching of organic vapors

in the cooling plume and subsequent condensation on avail-

able seed particles. There is no reason for BrC (or other OA

components) to exhibit preferential condensation on certain

particles because when the hot vapors are quenched, they are

highly supersaturated and will condense on any surface avail-

able. Thus, we expect the POA composition to be fairly uni-

form among all particle sizes. SOA is also expected to be uni-

formly distributed among all particles. When SOA forms by

oxidation of organic vapors, it condenses on all particles to

maintain similar mass fraction (activity) in all particle sizes.

Using AMS particle time of flight (pTOF) data, it has been

shown that SOA composition is uniform among all particles

sizes for both biomass-burning (Grieshop et al., 2009) and

diesel (Donahue et al., 2012) emissions.

2.2.2 Using Aethalometer measurements to constrain

the wavelength dependence of the absorption

coefficients

The wavelength-dependent absorption coefficient (babs) can

be determined from Aethalometer measurements as:

babs,AET(λ) = MACAETCBC,AET (1)

Where MACAET = 14625/λ (m2 g−1) is the manufacturer’s

specified mass absorption cross-section, and CBC,AET is the

BC concentration reported by the instrument. The value of

babs,AET requires corrections due to particle loading (Arnott

et al., 2005; Kirchstetter and Novakov, 2007) and multiple

scattering (Weingartner et al., 2003) as described in the SI.

There are concerns that artifacts associated with organic

loading on the Aethalometer filter may bias babs,AET (Lack

et al., 2008; Cappa et al., 2008). In particular, the organics

can spread on the filter (Subramanian et al., 2007) and en-

hance scattering in the filter matrix (Lack et al., 2008; Cappa

et al., 2008). This enhancement in scattering could be mis-

interpreted as absorption, and thus lead to overestimation in

the magnitude of the absorption coefficients.

To avoid these potential biases, we do not use babs,AET to

quantify the magnitude of the absorption coefficient, but only

to determine its wavelength dependence (shape of the curve,

or AAE):

babs,norm(λ) =
babs,AET(λ)

babs,AET(950nm)
(2)

The artifacts associated with OA loading do not have a sig-

nificant effect on babs,norm (or AAE). Ajtai et al. (2011) com-

pared AAE derived from Aethalometer measurements and a

Photo-Acoustic Spectrometer (4λ-PAS). Measurements were

performed in a suburban site near Budapest, Hungary dur-

ing the winter, when the ambient PM was dominated by

biomass-burning emissions. They found that AAEAethalometer

and AAE4λ−PAS were similar, with AAEAethalometer being

consistently lower than AAE4λ−PAS by 10 %–15 %. 4λ-PAS

measures the absorption coefficient of an ensemble of aerosol

particles at 4 wavelengths (266, 355, 532, and 1064 nm)

while suspended. Thus, the agreement between the two in-

struments indicates that babs,norm (or AAE) derived from

aethalometer measurements is not altered due to collection

on the filter.
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To further evaluate any effect of artifacts due to OA fil-

ter loading on the wavelength dependence of babs,AET, we

compared babs,norm immediately prior to and following filter-

tape advance (Fig. S2). The Aethalometer collects PM on a

spot on the filter tape for absorption measurements, and af-

ter a certain loading is attained, it advances to a new spot.

The measurement made immediately prior to tape advance is

the most susceptible to artifacts (has the highest accumulated

OA mass loading) while the measurement made immediately

following the advance is the least susceptible (has the lowest

OA loading). As shown in Fig. S2, the AAE increased by

around 10 % immediately following the tape advance. This

indicates that the OA loading had a small effect on the wave-

length dependence of babs,AET in these experiments. Simi-

lar, but more pronounced effects were observed by Rizzo et

al. (2011) who reported 40 % decrease in AAE for biomass-

burning emissions in the Amazon Basin due to OA loading.

The data used in the analysis were taken from measure-

ments well before the end of the Aethalometer filter cy-

cle, thus the bias in AAE is considerably less than 10 %.

Therefore, we ignore the decrease in AAE and assume that

babs,norm is not affected by OA loading. We note that this

assumption is conservative from the perspective of possible

OA absorption, because it minimizes the contribution of OA

to total absorption at short wavelengths, and thus minimizes

kOA.

2.2.3 Determination of kOA

As described in the previous section, Aethalometer measure-

ments were used to constrain the wavelength dependence

of babs. The magnitude of babs was determined by assum-

ing that OA absorbs negligibly at 950 nm (the longest wave-

length of Aethalometer measurements) and using the Mie-

theory model combined with PM size distributions obtained

from SP2 and SMPS measurements (details can be found in

Sect. 3.2) to calculate babs at 950 nm:

babs = babs,model(950nm)babs,norm (3)

The assumption that OA absorbs negligibly at the long vis-

ible wavelengths is justified based on numerous findings re-

ported in the literature (e.g. Kirchstetter et a., 2004; Chen and

Bond, 2010; Chakrabarty et al., 2010; Lack et al., 2012).

The value of babs,model (950 nm), and thus the derived kOA,

depends on the mixing state of OA and BC (Lack and Cappa

2010; Lack et al., 2012). If BC and OA are externally mixed,

OA will have no contribution to babs,model (950 nm). How-

ever, if BC is coated with organics, babs,model (950 nm) will

be enhanced due to light refraction by the organic shell,

with the enhancement being a function of the shell thickness

(Bond et al., 2006; Lack and Cappa, 2010; Schnaiter et al.,

2005; Zhang et al., 2008). Since the true mixing state of the

aerosol is not known, we performed the analysis for the two

limiting cases illustrated in Fig. 1.
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(BC alone)

         modeled

(non-absorbing shell)

Fig. 1. The two limiting cases described in Sect. 2.2.3 to determine

measurement-constrained absorption coefficients. Data (symbols)

are from the fresh pocosin pine measurements.

In limiting case 1, BC and OA are assumed to be

externally-mixed. The dashed red curve in Fig. 1 corresponds

to babs,model of BC alone (assuming that OA does not con-

tribute to absorption). babs,model (950 nm) is estimated using

Mie-theory in conjunction with the BC size distribution mea-

sured using the SP2. Equations (2) and (3) are then combined

to obtain the measurement-constrained babs (brown circles).

The difference between the dashed red curve and the brown

circles is the contribution of OA to absorption for this limit-

ing case.

In limiting case 2, each BC particle is assumed to have ac-

quired the maximum possible OA coating (see Sect. 3.2). The

dashed green curve in Fig. 1 corresponds to babs,model of BC

coated with non-absorbing OA, and the dark green diamonds

are the measurement-constrained babs. For this limiting case,

babs,model (950 nm) is estimated using core-shell Mie-theory

calculations, where the size distribution of the BC cores is

obtained using the SP2, and the organic coating thickness is

obtained from combining SP2 and SMPS measurements as

described in Sect. 3.2. The difference between the dashed

green curve and the dark green diamonds is the contribution

of OA to absorption.

As evident in Fig. 1, the contribution of OA to absorption

in limiting case 2 is larger than limiting case 1. Any other

mixing state (varying amount of coating) would yield an OA

contribution to absorption within these two limits. Thus, lim-

iting cases 1 and 2 provide a lower and upper bound of kOA,

respectively.
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Fig. 2. Absorption coefficients of fresh and aged emissions mea-

sured using the Aethalometer normalized by absorption coefficient

values at 950 nm. Solid lines are power-law fits with AAE values

given in the legend.

3 Results

3.1 Normalized absorption coefficients and Absorption

Ångström Exponents

Figure 2 shows normalized absorption coefficients (babs,norm,

Eq. 2) at 7 wavelengths between 370 and 950 nm measured

using the Aethalometer for fresh and photo-chemically aged

emissions. Also shown in Fig. 2 are power-law fits, from

which AAE can be determined. AAE for the investigated fu-

els are 1.38 for fresh oak, 1.42 for aged oak, 1.48 for fresh

pocosin pine, 1.73 for aged pocosin pine, and 2.15 for fresh

gallberry. These values are consistent with previous find-

ings reported in the literature for biomass-burning emissions

(Sandradewi et al., 2008; Gyawali et al., 2009; Habib et al.,

2008).

BC has been shown to have AAE ≈ 1 (Bergstrom et al.,

2002; Schnaiter et al., 2005; Kirchstetter et al., 2004), and

measured AAE values greater than 1 are interpreted as ev-

idence of BrC (Kirchstetter et al, 2004; Sandradewi et al.,

2008; Chen and Bond, 2010; Sun et al., 2007; Clarke et al.,

2007; Hecobian et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011; Cheng et al.,

2011). Thus, the AAE values obtained here indicate that both

fresh and photo-chemically aged PM might contain BrC.

One limitation of the analysis presented in Fig. 2 is that

AAE does not provide quantitative information on the ab-

sorptivity of OA, as it depends on the size distribution and

the mixing state of BC and OA. For example, Gyawali et

al. (2009) showed that non-absorbing shells over BC cores

can lead to AAE greater or less than unity, as the ab-

sorption enhancement by lensing can have a direct or in-

verse wavelength-dependence. Consequently, relying solely

on AAE might result in an underestimation or overestimation

of the absorptivity of OA. To obtain quantitative constraints

on OA absorptivity, we performed optical closure analysis.

3.2 BC and OA size distributions and mixing state

Optical closure using Mie-theory calculations requires the

knowledge of BC and OA size distributions and their mixing

state. The total (BC + OA) and BC size distributions were

measured using an SMPS and SP2, respectively. Due to in-

strument limitations, reliable BC size distribution measure-

ments were obtained for volume equivalent diameters in the

range 150 nm–400 nm. As shown in Fig. 3a, we fit the BC

volume distribution with a lognormal function to extend it to

smaller and larger sizes. The SP2 captures the peak of the

BC volume distribution (around 200 nm), and therefore pro-

vides a good constraint on the BC volume distribution if it is

mono-modal.

Figure 3b shows the total size distribution measured by

the SMPS and the BC size distribution derived from the SP2

measurements. Assuming that BC and OA are externally-

mixed (limiting case 1), the OA number distribution can be

estimated as the difference between the total and the BC

number distributions. It is shown by the dotted magenta curve

in Fig. 3b.

Limiting case 2 corresponds to BC being internally-mixed

with OA, with BC particles acquiring maximum possible or-

ganic coating. To estimate the maximum coating as a func-

tion of BC particle size, we hypothesize that BC particles

form initially upon combustion, and as the emissions temper-

ature drops, organics start to condense on the BC seeds. Start-

ing with the BC size distribution (derived from SP2 measure-

ments) as the initial condition, we simulated the condensa-

tion kinetics assuming that the coated BC size distribution

cannot grow beyond the total size distribution measured by

the SMPS. The final coated BC size distribution (green curve

in Fig. 3c) corresponds to the maximum possible coating.

The difference between the total (measured by SMPS) and

coated BC (simulated) size distributions corresponds to the

externally-mixed OA particle size distribution. We note that

the externally-mixed OA constituted 70 %–75 % of the total

OA in our experiments by mass, which is in good agreement

with the observation (83 %) reported by Lack et al. (2012) in

biomass-burning plumes over Colorado.

3.3 SOA formation

Figure 4 shows time series of particle mass concentration de-

rived from SMPS measurements and normalized by initial

concentration (Cnorm) for the oak and pocosin-pine exper-

iments. Cnorm decays due to wall-loss in the smog cham-

ber. Time t = 0 indicates when the UV lights were turned

on and thus the onset of photo-oxidation. The increase in

aerosol concentration due to SOA formation is plainly evi-

dent in the “bump” immediately after photo-oxidation is ini-

tiated, which is eventually obscured by wall loss. Figure 4

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7683/2013/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7683–7693, 2013
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Fig. 3. Measured size distributions from fresh oak experiment. (a)

BC volume distribution inferred from SP2 measurements (red dia-

monds) and lognormal fit (solid black). (b) Total (SMPS), BC (fit to

SP2 data), and OA (difference between total and BC) number distri-

butions for limiting case 1 (external-mixing). (c) Total, externally-

mixed OA, and internally-mixed (BC coated with OA) number dis-

tributions for limiting case 2.

also shows SOA-to-OA ratios estimated using the method

of Hildebrandt et al. (2009) (see Supplement). In both ex-

periments, significant amounts of SOA were generated, with
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Fig. 4. Time series of OA concentrations normalized by initial con-

centrations, and SOA formation rate upon photo-oxidation.

end-of-experiment concentrations in the suspended aerosol

similar to those of POA. We note that SOA-to-OA ratios cal-

culated here constitute a lower bound, because in our analysis

we assume that POA is conserved upon aging. However, as

shown by Hennigan et al. (2011), a fraction of the POA likely

evaporates as semi-volatile vapors are oxidized.

3.4 Absorptivity of OA

Measurement-constrained absorption coefficients estimated

using Eq. (3) are shown in Fig. 5 (black diamonds) for the

two limiting cases described in Sect. 2.2.3. Also shown are

Mie-theory calculations for different assumptions on OA ab-

sorptivity and mixing state. The red curves correspond to OA

being non-absorptive (kOA = 0) and externally mixed with

BC, thus absorption is due to BC only. The green curves were

obtained by assuming that OA is non-absorbing, but coats

the BC and thus enhances its absorption. The cyan curves as-

sume that only POA is absorptive in the aged aerosol (kPOA

is obtained from fresh measurements). The blue curves cor-

respond to calculations performed using the optimum value

of kOA to fit the measurement-constrained absorption coeffi-

cients.

For both limiting cases, absorption of BC alone (or BC

coated with non-absorbing OA) cannot reproduce the shape

of the measurement-constrained absorption coefficients of

the fresh emissions. POA must contribute to absorption

(i.e. contain BrC) for the model to fit the observations. Fur-

thermore, if SOA in the aged aerosol is assumed to be non-

absorbing, the model calculations fall below the measure-

ments at short wavelengths, indicating that SOA is also ab-

sorptive. The derived kOA values are given in Table 1, and

plotted as a function of wavelength in Fig. 6.

Limiting case 2 (core-shell) yields kOA values that are on

average a factor 4–5 larger than limiting case 1 (external-

mixing). Within each limiting case, there is a spread of a
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Fig. 5. Measurement-constrained absorption coefficients (black diamonds), and model calculations using different assumptions on OA ab-

sorptivity (solid lines) for (a) fresh oak emissions and assuming external-mixing (limiting case 1), (b) aged oak emissions and assuming

external-mixing (limiting case 1), (c) fresh oak emissions and assuming core-shell morphology (limiting case 2), and (d) aged oak emissions

and assuming core-shell morphology (limiting case 2). See Sect. 3.4 for description of calculations associated with each curve. The same

data are plotted on a log-log scale in Fig. S4.

Table 1. Imaginary part of the refractive indices of the organics in the investigated fuels at 550 nm and their wavelength dependence (kOA =

kOA,550(550 / λ)w). The uncertainty in kOA values is approximately ± 50 %.

Fuel Limiting case 1 (external-mixing) Limiting case 2 (core-shell)

kOA,550 w kOA,550 w

Oak POA 0.02 2.2 0.06 2.1

SOA 0.014 3 0.05 3

Pocosin Pine POA 0.015 2.9 0.04 3.2

SOA 0.01 4 0.03 4.4

Galberry POA 0.0055 2.4 0.022 2.6

factor of 3 across the three fuel samples investigated fuels.

This spread might be due to difference in fuel types as well

as burning conditions (Chen and Bond, 2010). This suggests

that a more comprehensive dataset investigating a wide range

of fuel types and burning conditions is required to constrain

kOA of biomass-burning emissions.

4 Discussion

4.1 Uncertainty in the derived kOA values

In this section, we discuss the potential uncertainty created

by the assumptions employed in the optical closure analy-

sis. The largest contributor to uncertainty in kOA is mixing

state. We explicitly addressed this uncertainty by considering

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7683/2013/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7683–7693, 2013
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the two limiting cases described in Sect. 2.2.3. As shown

in Fig. 6, limiting case 2 (core-shell) yields kOA values that

are on average a factor of 4–5 larger than limiting case 1

(external-mixing); both cases show significant absorption by

both POA and SOA. We note that for the experiments in this

study, where substantial amount of OA are generated (as in

biomass-burning emissions in general), limiting case 2 (core-

shell) is more likely to resemble the mixing state of BC.

OA condenses onto the BC particles when the emissions are

cooled, creating a core-shell morphology.

For each of the limiting cases, the assumption that OA

absorbs negligibly at 950 nm yields a lower bound on the

derived kOA values. Finite OA absorptivity at shorter wave-

lengths is dictated by the shape of the absorption curve ob-

tained from Aethalometer measurements. If, for instance, we

assume that OA is non-absorbing at 550 nm (Lack et al.,

2012), we would obtain nonphysical negative absorptivity at

longer wavelengths, as illustrated in Fig. S3.

As described in Sect. 2.2.3, the magnitude of the

measurement-constrained absorption coefficients is con-

strained by the magnitude of BC absorption at 950 nm, which

is dictated by the BC size distribution determined from SP2

measurements. As shown in Sect. 3.2 and Fig. 2, we construct

the BC size distributions assuming that they are lognormal,

and that there are no other peaks of the volume distribution

below the SP2 detection limit. If there were other peaks, our

lognormal fits would lead to underestimation of BC concen-

tration, and thus underestimation of BC absorption at 950

nm. This translates into lower bounds on the magnitude of

the absorption coefficients, and consequently the derived kOA

values.

There is minimal uncertainty associated with the

Aethalometer measurements since they were used to deter-

mine only the wavelength dependency, not the magnitude, of

the absorption coefficients. As described in Sect. 2.2.2, mea-

surement biases due to OA loading likely cause a decrease in

relative absorption at short wavelengths (decrease in AAE),

and can potentially lead to a slight underestimation of kOA

values.

Other contributors to uncertainty in kOA are uncertainties

in OA and BC concentrations due to uncertainties in SMPS

and SP2 measurements. We consider 20% uncertainty in

SMPS (Khlystov et al., 2004) and SP2 measurements. Other

minor sources of uncertainty are the assumption on mBC,

which we assume to have the range (1.75–0.63i, 1.95–0.79i)

reported by Bond and Bergstrom (2005), and nOA, which we

assume to range between 1.41 and 1.61 (Levin et al., 2010).

Sensitivity calculations reveal that uncertainties in these pa-

rameters yield a maximum combined uncertainty of approx-

imately ± 50 % in the derived kOA values.
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Fig. 6. Estimated imaginary part of the refractive indices of POA

and SOA for the fuels investigated in this study for (a) limiting case

1 (external-mixing assumption) and (b) limiting case 2 (core-shell

assumption). The blue error-bars represent the uncertainty in kOA of

oak POA at λ = 550 nm; other fuels exhibit similar relative uncer-

tainties. Also shown here are kOA values of biomass-burning emis-

sions reported by previous studies (see Sect. 4.2 for details).

4.2 Comparison with previous studies

Figure 6 compares our findings with kOA of biomass-burning

emissions reported in the literature. Chen and Bond (2010)

measured the absorptivity of oak pyrolysis emissions ex-

tracted in methanol. Chakrabarty et al. (2010) determined

kOA of BrC in “tar balls” from smoldering duff burning us-

ing online absorption and scattering measurements coupled

with Mie-theory optical closure. Kirchstetter et al. (2004) es-

timated kOA of emissions from savanna fires and wood burn-

ing based on the difference in absorption of samples before

and after treatment with acetone.

Our derived kOA for limiting case 1 (external-mixing) are

bounded by the kOA values of Chakrabarty et al. (2010) and

Kirchstetter et al. (2004). For limiting case 2 (core-shell),

our kOA values are larger than the values of Chakrabarty et

al. (2010) and Chen and Bond (2010), but are in good agree-

ment with Kirchstetter et al. (2004) at short wavelengths. We
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note that the work of Chakrabarty et al. (2010) and Chen

and Bond (2010) investigated emissions of low-temperature

combustion and pyrolysis which produced only OA (no BC).

This form of combustion might produce OA with substan-

tially lower absorptivity than high-temperature combustion

(which produces both OA and BC) investigated in this study.

On the other hand, the burning conditions in Kirchstetter et

al. (2004) were similar to those in our study, which may ex-

plain the closer agreement in kOA.

4.3 Absorption by biomass-burning SOA

It has been shown that SOA from biogenic and anthropogenic

precursors absorbs light (Hecobian et al., 2010; Zhang et

al., 2011; Cheng et al., 2011; Nakayama et al., 2010; Zhong

and Jang 2011; Lambe et al., 2013). However, to our knowl-

edge, this work presents the first direct evidence that SOA

formed by photo-oxidation of biomass-burning emissions is

light-absorbing. While other studies (e.g. Kirchstetter et al.,

2004; Alexander et al., 2008; Lack et al., 2012) have inves-

tigated aged biomass-burning emissions in the atmosphere,

which potentially contain SOA, the absorptivity of the SOA

portion has not been constrained. For both oak and pocosin

pine, SOA absorbs light less efficiently than POA in the long

visible wavelengths, however it exhibits a stronger wave-

length dependence and is more absorptive than POA in the

short visible and near-UV. This might be due to differences

in chemical composition, namely higher aromaticity in POA,

but the true cause is not known. This hypothesis is sup-

ported by the recent findings of Lambe et al. (2013) who

reported that SOA from aromatic precursors can retain light-

absorbing conjugated double bonds, while light-absorption

in SOA from non-aromatic precursors is due to carboxylic

and carbonyl functional groups. Thus, BrC in POA and SOA

in biomass-burning emissions may have overlapping as well

as different chromophores. Desyaterik et al. (2013) investi-

gated composition of BrC in cloud water droplets that were

heavily affected by biomass-burning. They found that most

of BrC absorption is due to aromatic carbonyls, which ex-

ist in fresh biomass-burning emissions, and nitrated phenols,

which form through gas phase and aqueous chemistry. Ni-

trated phenols were also observed by Mohr et al. (2013) in

biomass-burning plumes over Delting, United Kingdom.

Some field studies have reported significant amounts of

SOA formation from photo-oxidation of biomass-burning

emissions, with SOA-to-POA ratios up to two (Lee et al.,

2008; Yokelson et al., 2009). Light absorption by biomass-

burning SOA is thus a potentially important contributor to the

global radiative forcing budget. The values of the imaginary

part of the refractive indices provided here can be applied in

models employing Mie-theory to perform preliminary calcu-

lations to assess the extent of SOA light absorption.

Supplementary material related to this article is

available online at: http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/

7683/2013/acp-13-7683-2013-supplement..zip.
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